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Difficulty in read_file function

• I use a global variable to go through 
events in the tree, and each time read 
in one event.

• But when I run a session multiple times, 
it will only call the function once and 
repeat the outputs.



Difficulty in read_file function

• I did a few tests to clarify the problem: 
1) call the read_file function explicitly when run a session
2) substitute the global variable with a queue object, which dequeues a 

different current_event number each time
3) try the same thing with tf.TextLineReader

• Results:
• 1) It worked, but I cannot do that in the whole program since the session 

only runs once for a batch, not a single event.
• 2) It failed, because the output of a queue is a tensor, while GetEntry(i) 

only accepts an integer as input.
• 3) The read function is still called only once, but the outputs are different.



Difficulty in read_file function

• So I wonder how tf.TextLineReader realize the function.

• tf.TextLineReader definition:
• https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/r1.3/tensorflow/python/o

ps/io_ops.py
• source:
• https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/r1.3/tensorflow/core/kern

els/text_line_reader_op.cc

• But I don’t really understand them.



An alternative method 

• I wrote a small program write.C to write down all the events in a 
text file and shuffled them, and then read them in through 
tf.TextLineReader.

• Then I put the previous problem aside and continue to do 
training.



Training

• algorithm.py : a simplified version of Theo’s algorithm, with no 
distinction between data sets.

• 300 batches, 50 events for each

• The accuracy is stable around 96%



Test

• At first, I tried do a test right after training in the same session. 
However, it turned out they ran in parallel so that it didn’t use 
the trained network for test.

• So I do the test separately from training. In this case, I have to 
save the variables with tf.train.Saver after training, and restore 
them before testing.



Test

• But an error occurs when I restore the variables, and so far I have 
no idea what’s wrong.



Next Step

• After the algorithm can run successfully, I will train the network 
separately for different data sets, and compare with Emily’s 
results.


